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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Please include the email addresses for all authors on the title page. The corresponding author should still be indicated.

Response: Email addresses for all authors are now listed on the title page underneath the corresponding author’s email address (title page, lines 17–20).

2. In the Competing interests section, please provide a statement for all the other authors not cited.

Response: All competing interests are listed, the following statement has been added to reflect this:

'The authors declare that they have no other competing interests.'

(Competing interests section, page 20, line 518).
3. The individual contributions of every single author to the manuscript should be specified in the Authors’ Contributions section. Guidance and criteria for authorship can be found here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#authorship

Response: The statement has now been updated to include the individual contributions of all authors (page 21, lines 531–535).

4. Please move the Additional Files list after the References.

Response: The additional files list has been moved to after the references (page 27, lines 691–695).

5. Please move the Figure Legends after the References, before the Tables.

Response: The figure legends are now listed before the Tables (page 27, lines 697–713).

6. Please remove the CONSORT checklist and the point to point response from the file inventory, as it is no longer necessary at this stage.

Response: The CONSORT checklist and previous point-by-point response document have not been uploaded in the resubmission.

7. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

Response: We can confirm that the finalized manuscript and figures contain no tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours.